
TechMount Products : 
 
2010 Mirror Mount Kit 
P/N 3-31000  
Over-view: 
Since many motorcycles have fairing mounted mirrors and manufactures commonly share the same 
handlebar controls between models, the original mirror hole locations are often unused. This provides a 
good solid mounting location for electronic devices. Mirror Mounts are good choice for motorcycles with 
hard to fit or limited handlebar space. They also provide a secure, easy to reach mounting location. A great 
choice for devices that should be mounted within a short reach from the grips.  Such as radios, MP3 
players, cell phones or GPS equipment.  
  
This is another of our 3rd generation mount systems, which means that it is interchangeable with any of the 
2010 TechMounts. This kit combines the Left and Right hand threaded mirror bases (10mm x 1.25 thread 
pitch) into one mount kit. This kit will fit both the left or right side mirror holes found on many metric 
motorcycles. Mirror Mounts have all the adjustability and range of movement of all other TechMount 
systems. Installation is easy, simply thread the mounts hex shaped base into the un-used holes on the mirror 
perches. This kit is available in anodized black. It’s a great choice for an off-center location many Japanese 
and European bikes. This more universal fitment means lower inventory cost, easier to explain and fewer 
returns.. Having no need for a shaft, makes this the most compact mount possible. Accessory shafts and 
holders are available to add even more mounting flexibility. 
 
 
Kit includes: left and right bases, installation tools and instructions. 
 
New Side Grip/Pin Base Design: 
•Allows 360° of rotation without removing any part of the mount. Much easier to make small adjustments 
with the device in place. 
•Improved rotational grip (no unwanted side to side movement).  
•Allows the entire upper portion of the mount to be removed easily by removing one bolt and then installed 
onto another bike or stored for later use. 
•Customer can purchase just the base for another bike and move the GPS or other accessory from bike to 
bike easily. Less expensive (more desirable) for the customer with multiple bikes. 
 
Inter-locking Pivot Design: 
•Makes the mount more compact. No shaft required. 
•No slippage over rough terrain. 
•Inter-locking pin acts as a shear pin in the event of an accident. Allow the device to move out of the way 
without being lost. 
 
Round Top Plate: 
•More compact, allows less plate showing with device installed. 
•Always straight, no angles to clash with the device cradle alignment. 
•Center and off-set mounting holes, allows the top plate to be mounted centered or off-set as well as to be 
rotated 360° independently from the rest of the mount. 
•Safer, no sharp angles. 
•Has built in counter-rotation pin for added security. Won’t droop or sag over rough terrain.  
•Pre-drilled with the industry standard 4 hole mounting pattern (AMPs) and a camera thumbscrew hole. 
 
New Hybrid Shaft Design: 
•Combines pivot shaft strength with ball/socket flexibility. 
•Simpler to install. 
•All shafts have counter-rotation pins for added security. 
•Sold as an accessory, means that the customer can add this later. 
•One shafts fits all 2010 TechMounts, makes purchasing extension shafts less confusing. 


